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KEY POINTS

� Triage decision making is critical for a successful response to a mass casualty incident.

� How triage is applied differs across the surge response spectrum from conventional to
crisis response.

� Disaster triage is a complex topic with which most clinicians have limited experience and
often have difficulty in making the shift from the patient to population perspective to un-
derstand it well.
WHAT IS TRIAGE?

Intensive care clinicians are often uncertain as to what triage truly means and entails in
a disaster situation. Their uncertainty likely stems from a lack of experience among cli-
nicians in conducting triage in this context1 combined with a tendency to confuse it
with the concepts of “triage” applied on a routine basis within the emergency room
(ER)2 of hospitals or access to specialist services, such as cardiac catheterization
and stroke services.
To understand the meaning of triage in a disaster setting, it is helpful to consider the

origins of the word. Originating from the French verb “trier” meaning “to sort,” it was
first used in the fifteenth century marketplaces in England and France to refer to
grouping goods by quality and price.1–5 Implicit in this early application of the term
is the second component of triage, which is to assign some ranked value or priority
to what is being sorted (Fig. 1). This prioritization aspect of triage is what is practiced
on a routine basis in the ER and elsewhere but distinctly different from the full extent of
triage used in a disaster.6 In disasters, in addition to sorting and prioritizing patients,
triage also includes allocating scarce resources in order to “do the greatest good
for the greatest number” (Box 1).1,2,4–10 Although this phrase easily slips off the
tongue, many overlook its profound implications implicit in shifting decision making
from a focus on individual patient outcomes to population-level outcomes.4,5,7

Although many clinicians have day-to-day experience with prioritizing patients for
the benefit of that individual patient, very few clinicians have experience with
population-level decision making during periods of resource scarcity.1,6
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Fig. 1. Priority groups commonly used in triage for health care. (Data from Refs.1,2,51,84)
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Bridging the concept between patients and populations outcomes are the terms
“undertriage” and “overtriage.”2,11–15 In undertriage. a patient is not recognized to
be as sick or injured as they truly are, resulting in delayed treatment impacting the
chance of survival for the individual as well as the overall survival rate within the pop-
ulation. With overtriage, a patient is misidentified as being more ill or injured than they
actually are, and their care is prioritized higher than others who are actually in greater
need. As a result of both the delayed treatment to the individual patients lower in the
queue and the potentially inappropriate consumption of limited resources (staff, stuff,
or space), the overall population outcome is worse.
When making triage decisions in resource-scarce situations, it is important to keep

a few key concepts in mind. When evaluating a potential benefit of a treatment to a
patient, one is attempting to determine the incremental benefit7,15,16 of that treatment
compared with receiving a less resource-intensive or delayed treatment, but rarely
does this ever mean no treatment. For example, it cannot be simply assumed that if
a patient does not receive admission to intensive care and the provision of life support
that they will certainly die.17 Furthermore, what is being considered is not a binary
outcome between death and survival but rather the probability of death across an
entire range of treatment options.7 Finally, it is important to remember that for both pa-
tients and society, survival in of itself is not the only outcome of concern; equally
important is the quality of life for those who survive. Thus, the key factors being
considered when making disaster triage decisions need to include survival, quality
of life, and the resources necessary to achieve these outcomes (Box 2).18
Box 1

Components of disaster triage

Sorting

Prioritizing

Allocating resources



Box 2

Disaster triage outcome considerations

Survival

Quality of life

Resource consumption

Data from Christian MD, Fowler R, Muller MP, et al. Critical care resource allocation: trying to
PREEDICCT outcomes without a crystal ball. Critical Care. 2013;17(1):3.
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WHEN TO TRIAGE

The Task Force for Mass Critical Care recommends that “in the event of an incident
with mass critical care casualties, all hospitals within a defined geographic/administra-
tive region, health authority, or health-care coalition implement a uniform triage
process should critical care resources become scarce.”16 A subtler and more impor-
tant nuance to this question is when to move from routine triage to disaster triage. The
decision to implement “disaster triage” involves the additional component of resource
allocation implicit in the meaning of the term “disaster.” A disaster can be defined as
an event that results in injuries or loss of life and results in a demand for services that
exceeds available resources.19 However, in terms of the health care response to an
event, this binary concept of either being in a disaster or not is less helpful and likely
impairs the response; thus, it is much more useful and common to consider the
concepts of surge management.20–23 Applying these principles, the clinician scales
response strategies (conventional, contingency, or crisis) to the magnitude of the
surge based on the balance between resource demand and supply, which is context
dependent and will vary from incident to incident. In situations of minor or moderate
surge whereby conventional and contingency strategies are used, the standard of
care for patients remains relatively comparable to normal,24 and thus, only routine
triage (sorting and prioritizing) should occur (Fig. 2). It is only during a major surge,
Fig. 2. Application of triage based on magnitude of surge. (Adapted from Christian, M. D.,
et al. (2014). Introduction and executive summary: care of the critically ill and injured during
pandemics and disasters: CHEST consensus statement. Chest 146(4 Suppl): 8S-34S; and Data
from Hick JL, Barbera JA, Kelen GD. Refining surge capacity: conventional, contingency, and
crisis capacity. Disaster Med Public Health Prep. 2009;3(5_suppl):S59-S67.)
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when resources are, or will be, overwhelmed do crisis standards of care25 and
response strategies involving the allocation (rationing) of resources come into play,
necessitating “disaster triage.”16

Making the transition to disaster triage, shifting the focus to population outcomes
and implementing resource allocation processes, is a decision that carries with it sig-
nificant implications for all involved (patients, clinicians, hospitals, and society) and
thus requires appropriate approvals and governance.15 In most well-resourced soci-
eties, patients have access to health care resources even in situations wherein there
are vanishingly small chances of them benefiting. Once a decision is made to imple-
ment disaster triage, many of these patients will have their access to these resources
restricted with potential consequences for them.2 In addition, this transition is very
difficult for clinicians who likely have never faced such situations in their careers.1,26

Patients who are not triaged to immediate treatment should be reevaluated regularly
and retriaged if their condition changes or the resource situation improves. All patients
should receive some form of treatment, at a minimum, palliative care.1,2,27

DIFFERENT TYPES OF DISASTER TRIAGE

The most common classification of triage is based on the location and level of care at
which the triage takes place. Primary, secondary, and tertiary triage (Table 1) can be
conducted for critically ill and injured patients and is the focus of this article. Other
forms of triage critical care clinicians should also be aware of include public health
triage and reverse triage.1,16,28,29 Public health triage refers to triage protocols that
distribute vaccinations or countermeasures in the event of an outbreak, pandemic,
terrorism incident or biowarfare.9,30–33 Effective public health triage may decreased
demand on critical care resources. Reverse triage34–36 is used to discharge patients
at low risk of adverse events from either the intensive care unit (ICU) or hospital wards
in turn to create ICU capacity.
Regardless of the type of disaster, triage must address all sources of demand for

critical care, not only those demands associated with the surge event itself.37 For
example, following a natural disaster or terrorism attack creating an influx of trauma
patients, the triage system must also be able to fairly allocate critical care resources
to patients with medical conditions unrelated to the incident, such as respiratory fail-
ure from acute respiratory distress syndrome owing to sepsis or a woman with post-
partum hemorrhage.2,38

Primary Triage

Primary triage occurs in the field with the aim of determining priorities for treatment on
scene and transport of patients to hospital. Although a large number of adult and
Table 1
Classification of triage by location

Triage
Type Location Priorities Addressed

Primary Field Who to immediately treat on scene (triage sieve) and
priorities for evacuation from scene (triage sort)

Secondary Entry to ER Who to prioritize for resuscitation and disposition to
treatment areas within the ER and/or admission to
hospital ward

Tertiary Exit from ER or
entry to ICU/OR

Who to prioritize for definitive/critical care (OR and
admission to ICU)
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pediatric protocols2,38–40 have been developed, best practice in primary triage re-
mains controversial because no protocol has been prospectively validated in a
disaster39,41 or accepted as being superior to all others.37,40 Primary triage of the crit-
ically injured patient may be one of the most important decision points impacting the
outcome for critically ill and injured patients.2 With the advances of Major Trauma Sys-
tems and wide spread utilization of Trauma Triage Tools on a routine basis, there have
been recent suggestions made to restrict primary triage during conventional and con-
tingency responses to a binary decision (triage to major trauma center vs triage to a
regular ER).42 Two priority triage however is not a new concept, some military inves-
tigators have been advocating simplification of field triage for many years.1 Although
Critical Care Physicians have often not been involved in primary triage in the past, with
the general recognition of the need for critical care to occur outside of the walls of the
ICU wherever patients need it, this is an area Critical Care Physicians should become
more engaged in planning, overseeing, and delivering.

Secondary Triage

The objective of secondary triage varies depending on the nature of the incident. In a
sudden onset43 kinetic event, such as an earthquake, bombing, or transport incident,
where trauma is the primary “disease” being managed, the key objective of secondary
triage is to determine the priority for treating patients arriving at the emergency depart-
ment (ED). In the event of a delayed onset event, such as a pandemic or public health
emergency, wherein the time course of the disease being treated is also more
protracted, the primary objective of secondary triage is to determine who to admit
to hospital because they are at high risk of deteriorating and may require intensive
care or other high-dependency resources. In either case, one can think of secondary
triage as occurring at the “front door” of the hospital.
Very few protocols have been developed to support secondary triage. Some hospi-

tals apply primary triage protocols, such as simple triage and rapid treatment (START),
for secondary triage; however, understandably, they perform poorly in this setting.44

Duplicating primary triage in hospital is not only unlikely to be effective for achieving
the different objectives of secondary triage but also highly inefficient and fails to
take into account the additional information available on which to base a secondary
triage decision. In most situations, secondary triage is conducted by a single senior
physician or surgeon or group of senior physicians or surgeons drawn from a variety
of backgrounds, including emergency medicine, intensive care, or trauma sur-
gery.28,45–47 Toida and colleagues44 developed the Pediatric Physiological and
Anatomical Triage Score specifically for pediatric secondary triage for trauma and
CBRNE (chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive) -related disasters.
Pneumonia severity scores48,49 have been investigated for secondary triage in pan-
demics but found to perform poorly. However, secondary triage criteria established
by the UK health department specifically for a pandemic performed well in studies.48

Tertiary Triage

Tertiary triage occurs within the hospital with the objective of prioritizing patients, and
if required allocating resources, for definitive care (operations or interventional radi-
ology procedures) and intensive care (life support therapies). Tertiary triage decisions
are generally more complex than earlier triage decisions given the larger amount of
information available from multiple assessment points and investigations. Trauma ter-
tiary triage is typically conducted by a senior clinician, usually a surgeon, anesthetist,
or intensivist, based on their clinical experience.28,36 Following the outbreak of severe
acute respiratory syndrome50 in 2003 and the development of the first protocol51 for
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ICU tertiary triage, there has been a significant amount of work to further develop such
protocols.16,18,29,52–61

Most well-developed and evaluated ICU triage protocols16,29,51,57,58,60,61 have used
inclusion and exclusion criteria in combination with the sequential organ failure score
(SOFA). In a conventional or contingency situation, when there is not an absolute short-
fall of resources, the inclusion criteria for admission to ICU inmost units will be patients
who are at high risk of deteriorating and requiring initiation of life support or who are
already receiving life support. When a shift is made to a crisis response, the inclusion
criteria threshold changes to those who have already declared themselves to abso-
lutely require life support. Similarly, exclusion criteria, which exist even during conven-
tional and contingency situations,15,62,63 shift during a crisis such that patients with
either baseline conditions or severity of illness/injury that places them in the realm of
futility for immediate to short-term survival may be excluded. The use of the SOFA
score in these protocols is not without controversy.64–67 However, the latest iterations
of an ICU triage protocol57 developed by the Influenza Pandemic ICU Triage Study In-
vestigators of the Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society clinical trials
group improve on prior attempts and show significant promise.
To date, there are no reported incidents wherein any of these ICU triage protocols

have been actively implemented to allocate scarce resources. However, when Hurri-
cane Sandy struck New York City, Dr Laura Evans reported68 that the Ontario ICU
Triage Protocol provided an important framework to plan if allocation was required
for electrical power for ventilators. During the H1N1 pandemic, governments in
Canada, the United Kingdom, and New Zealand established triage protocols, based
on the Ontario protocol,51 to be implemented if ICU resources were overwhelmed.58,66
HOW TO TRIAGE AND WHO SHOULD DO IT

There are several key considerations when planning and delivering triage. These con-
siderations include the critical decisions of who to select to do triage, whether triage
should be conducted by individuals or teams, whether they should follow protocols or
act on their clinical intuition, and finally, if using protocols, on what should the proto-
cols be based.

Who Should Conduct Triage?

Effective triage depends on careful choice as to who should make triage decisions.2

As with all aspects of managing a major incident, compromises may have to be
made based on the resources available and the context of the situation. Consistently,
experts (and the public69) recommend that triage in mass casualty situations should
be conducted by highly experienced physicians, who possess the necessary skill
set (Box 3).1,2,16,28,29,45–47,51,53,54,61,70–73 Having experienced physicians conduct
triage applies to triage at all levels, including primary triage in the field. Previously, it
was thought that in well-developed Emergency Medical Systems paramedics alone
could undertake primary triage, and there was a limited role for physicians in this
setting.2 However, more recent experience28,74 and data show the benefit of properly
trained and equipped prehospital physicians in primary triage, in particular when there
are delays in evacuating patients from the scene to hospital.46 When an experienced
physician/surgeon is not available to triage, then the next most clinically trained and
experienced providers should undertake triage.
There are several reasons senior physicians and surgeons are recommended (and

found to perform better6,75) over other less highly trained or experienced providers.
First, there is some evidence that their knowledge and understanding of triage may



Box 3

Essential triage officer skills

Extensive clinical experience

Strong leadership

Effective communication

Agile decision making
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be better,6 but that seems to be a minor component. Likely the critical factor is their
clinical experience impacting their ability to rapidly identify “sick from well,” combined
with their ability to understand patients’ overall clinical course and treatment needs
(the “big picture”).1 Providers such as paramedics rarely are afforded the opportunity
to have longer-term follow-up on their patients or to see how they progress over the
course of their acute illness/injury or respond to definitive treatments. Just as it is
important for the surgeon or intensivist doing tertiary triage to understand what will
happen in the operating room (OR)/ICU, so too will triage be most effective if primary
triage decisions are informed by an understanding of what resources the patient re-
quires on arrival to hospital and the systems in place to provide them. Finally, senior
physicians, in particular, intensivists and emergency medicine physicians who
manage multiple patients in large ICUs or EDs on a daily basis, are well accustomed
and experienced in making complex, critical decisions with limited information.76–79

This type of experience makes them uniquely well suited for both triage and leadership
in major incidents.
Given that the key objective of the triage officer is to save the most lives, the senior

triage officer should have ultimate control over all resources within their area of oper-
ation (department) and thus ultimately command the situation. Even in the military,
Swan and Swan1 point out that “In time of triage, the triage officer outranks the
hospital commander, in practice, and this needs to be clearly understood by all
involved, including the commanding officer!”1 At the organizational level, it is also
important to ensure a similarly experienced physician or surgeon is in command to
appropriately support the department-level triage officers.45

Should Individuals or Teams Triage?

Although it seems straightforward, this question is not as simple as it sounds.
The crux of the issue is whether triage decisions, at the coal face in the midst of
a mass casualty situation, should be made by an individual or a committee. Most
recommendations suggest an individual triage officer1,2,16,28,29,45–47,51,53,70–73

rather than a committee.54,60 However, even in those studies that do recommend
a single person ultimately makes the triage decision, most recommend that a multi-
disciplinary team work in conjunction with and support the triage officer through
obtaining information, undertaking assessments, and so forth. Following good
leadership principles, the triage officer should take input from his/her team mem-
bers; thus, having a single final decision maker does not mean decisions are
made in isolation. Multiple triage officers (and supporting teams) may be required
to manage casualty volumes. Although some advocate committee-based triage de-
cisions, it is unlikely that primary, secondary, or tertiary triage decisions could ever
be effectively implemented on scale with the required time dependencies for such
decisions, including decisions regarding critical care in a mass casualty incident.
Reverse triage decisions, including the withdrawal of life support, may be more
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amenable to a committee-type decision given the lack of time pressures for these
decisions.

Should Protocols Be Used for Triage?

The primary benefits of using a protocol for triage are 2-fold: first, it provides a decision
support aid in a time of crisis to improve performance; second, if designed and applied
appropriately, it should improve consistency of decisions made as well as improve
outcomes. For any triage protocol to be successful, it must be able to distinguish
those most in need and most likely to benefit from therapy. Poorly performing proto-
cols may lead to worse outcomes than other options, such as first come, first served.80

The alternative to using a protocol is to rely solely on clinician intuition, “gut instinct,”
for triage decisions.2,40,70

Muchwork has recently been undertaken attempting to develop protocols to support
tertiary triage.Given that any ICU triageprotocolmust apply to all patients beingconsid-
ered for ICU admission, most of the protocols have been based on physiologic prog-
nostic scores, such as the SOFA score.16,29,51,57,58,60,81 Although this addresses the
need for a score that applies to all, there is concern about certain subjective
aspects of the SOFA score (including Glasgow Coma Scale measurement and level
of inotrope support), its lack of applicability for pediatric patients,82 as well as concerns
about theperformanceof the score.65,67,83However, the studiesquestioningSOFAper-
formance have done so based on individual patient outcome analyses not population-
level outcomes (overall survival), which shouldbe the basis of triage evaluations.7 Itmay
be possible to combine multiple disease-specific scores, such as the injury severity
score (ISS), revised trauma score (RTS), burn scores, or pneumonia scores, for
triage using a computer decision support algorithmandcommonoutcomemeasures.18

However, current evidence suggests the RTS72 and ISS84 perform poorly for triage.

WHAT ARE THE ETHICS OF TRIAGE AND HOW TO GOVERN TRIAGE?

A review of the ethics of triage is a complete article unto itself, and several excellent
reviews already exist.85–88 Key concepts related to the ethics of triage are listed in
Table 2. Although there is no single agreed upon “right” ethical principle on which
Table 2
Ethical guide for pandemic planning

Substantive Values to
Guide Ethical Decision
Making1

Procedural Values
to Guide Ethical
Decision Making1 Ethical Principles Possible to Inform Triage

� Individual liberty
� Protection of the public

from harm
� Proportionality
� Privacy
� Duty to provide care
� Reciprocity
� Equity
� Trust
� Solidarity
� Stewardship

� Reasonableness
� Transparency
� Inclusiveness
� Responsiveness
� Accountability

� Utilitarian: “greatest good for the greatest
number”

� Egalitarian: “allocation based on need”
� Libertarian: “protection of individual

liberty & patient choice” social benefit
� Communitarian: “respect for social &

cultural values”
� Life cycle: “fair innings or years of life

saved”

Data from University of Toronto Joint Centre for Bioethics Pandemic Influenza Working Group.
Stand on Guard for Thee. Ethical considerations in preparedness planning for pandemic influenza.
Toronto: University of Toronto;2005
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to base triage,54 it is generally accepted that population (public health) ethical frame-
works should be used rather than the traditional framework of medical ethics. Many
clinicians can find this conceptual transition difficult to make. Further complicating
matters is that ethical perspectives vary at the societal level around the world on
many topics, including their views on the role of clinicians in decision making and
use of “lotteries” rather than triage for the allocation of scarce resources.26,60,69,89

Effective governance of triage requires a legal basis authorizing its application as
well as infrastructure mechanisms to ensure it is conducted appropriately (Box 4).
Several publications by public health legal experts explore in detail the issues sur-
rounding the legislative framework and other legal issues related to disaster
triage.90–92 Unfortunately, the legal and governance aspects of triage are often
neglected by governments, and health care workers will be left to manage in a disaster
with limited support and a lack of guidance. Addressing the gaps in these areas should
be a priority for government officials and emergency planners.

WHAT RESEARCH IS REQUIRED ON TRIAGE?

The research literature on triage in disasters remains relatively limited, and what data
are available are thought to be of low quality.37,93 Some notable exceptions are recent
examples of high-quality research into ICU triage ethics26,69 and triage protocol devel-
opment.57,58 To date, there has been no prospective validation of the major incident
triage tools during a major incident.39 There are two common errors found among
the triage research literature worth highlighting with the hope to prevent others from
making similar mistakes in the future. The first error is to attempt to use general ICU
populations from non-resource-scarce scenarios to test or derive triage protocols
for use in mass casualty situations and the second is to fail to understand the different
aims of secondary and tertiary triage.
The research by Morton and colleagues94 provide an example of both errors in that

they attempt to evaluate the Ontario Triage Protocol51 using a population that includes
patients who are not admitted to intensive care as well as those in ICU but who do not
require life support. Thus, they include a population that does not meet the inclusion
criteria for which the Ontario Triage Protocol was designed. In addition, the focus of
Morton’s research question is to “predict the need for mechanical ventilation and
Box 4

Infrastructure and processes required for effective triage governance

� Legislative framework for the allocation of scarce resources in a disaster

� Uniform triage policies and processes across a geographic or administrative region

� Mechanism for a public body with adequate situational awareness and legal authority to
initiate rationing (resource allocation) aspect of triage when resources have become scarce

� System to develop triage policies/protocols and provide oversight of triage decisions

� Effective command and control process (eg, Incident Management System)

� Effective communication system and process for sharing situational awareness of
resource status

� Training for triage officers

� Psychological support system for triage officers and health care workers

Data from Christian MD, Sprung CL, King MA, et al. Triage: Care of the Critically Ill and Injured
During Pandemics and Disasters: CHEST Consensus Statement. Chest. 2014;146(4 Suppl):e61S-74S.
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critical care admission.” As discussed earlier, this is posed as an erroneous question
of tertiary triage in a mass casualty situation and would actually guide who to prioritize
for hospital admission (secondary triage). Rather, tertiary triage occurs among those
who have already declared themselves to require life support and aims to predict
who will benefit from it most and lead to the overall highest survival in the population.
The work by Adeniji and Cusack95 provides another example of these same errors be-
ing made.95 The first step to conducting high-quality research in triage is to under-
stand the underlying principles of triage.

SUMMARY

Triage decision making is critical for a successful response to a mass casualty inci-
dent. How triage is applied differs across the surge response spectrum from conven-
tional to crisis response. Mass casualty triage is a complex topic with which most
clinicians have limited experience and with which most clinicians often have difficulty
in making the shift from the patient to population perspective to understand it well.
Further training and research are necessary to advance this field and better prepare
intensive care clinicians to respond to disasters.
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